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THE CHALLENGE
Variable renewable
energy production is highly
dependent on short-term
weather changes

We believe in providing solutions that
make effective use of satellite weather
data to encourage continued use of
renewable sources
OUR GOAL
To deliver the best commercially viable
space-based weather forecasting system to benefit
the renewable energy sector
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WEATHER EFFECTS
Weather is the state of the atmosphere defined by temperature, humidity, air
density, wind speed, aerosol density, and many other parameters.
The effects of weather can be seen in all aspects of our daily lives.

CONSUMERS

SOLAR POWER

Sun radiates heat
Clouds block radiation
Day/night cycle

Emergency response
Amenities
Blackouts

WIND POWER
Storms
Strong winds
Rough seas
Low winds

AIR

SEA

Electronics
Traffic control

Fishing
Freight
Fuel supplies
Weather influences people and their use of energy.
The power grid responds to changes in energy use.
Renewable energy producers feed the power grid.
Some sources of renewable energy are highly variable.

Wind and solar energy have the biggest variation of supply.
Variation of supply is directly linked to weather changes.
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Wind forecasting
Why
is it difficult to forecast weather?
Spatial

• No (km)
single model can fit all scenarios
resolution
• There are too many variables
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Solar forecasting

Spatial
resolution (km)
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• Weather is a chaotic system
• Powerful computers are required

Physical

Long-term solar irradiance
forecasts use physical models
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Waves forecasting
Physical

Statistical
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Forecast horizon
intra-hour
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Short-term solar irradiance
forecasts use statistical models

Wind forecasting presents an overlap
between statistical and physical
models
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Wave forecasting is
concentrated in a
narrow spatial range
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WEATHER FORECASTING APPLICATIONS

Energy storage
Grid stability

Supply
demand
balance

Weather
Forecasting
Imminent
weather
offshore

Now
Warning*
Daily
Use

Lighting
Heating
Cooling
Traffic
Leisure

Sea, land
and air
transport

NowWarning

Grid stability

a, land
nd air
ansport

Applications

*within 1 to 6 hours

gy storage

Now
arning*

Energy
Forecasting

NowWarning
Energy
Forecasting

is an alarm service of extreme weather conditions, predicting
extreme wind speeds and sea roughness every 15 minutes. The main clients of
Supply
this service
are offshore wind farms, so they can prevent damages by stopping
demand
balance
and reorienting wind turbines. They can also improve planning, maintenance,
and repair activities while ensuring personnel safety. Weather warnings are also
Weather
useful during extreme events at sea, in the air, and on land.
Forecasting
Applications

Lighting
Heating
Cooling
Daily
Traffic
depend
on
weather
Use
Leisure

Daily Use

People
forecasts to manage their schedules. A short term
forecast service would help them regulate their energy consumption and plan
leisure activities. At the same time, this is not our focus, since there is a large
amount of free weather data already available.

*within 1 to 6 hours
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Energy forecasting
Energy providers depend on accurate weather forecasts to balance supply
and demand. If supply does not meet the demand, solar and wind farms face
losses, and have to apply expensive countermeasures.

WindPower
Power
Wind
Output

Electrical grid

Stronger winds increase supply,
exceeding the demand

???

demand curve

Market Demand

Demand
Supply

Lower wind flow decreases
???
supply,
the wind farm cannot
meet the demand

time of the day
4am

8am

12pm

4pm

8pm

A wind farm is very sensitive to wind changes.

Solar Power
Output

Demand
Sunny day
Rainy day
Cloudy day

On a cloudy or rainy day, a solar plant produces much less power.
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GLOBAL ENERGY MARKET

The rise of renewable energy sources challenges the global power
industry. The energy grid must remain stable and the amount of
energy in and out of the grid must be balanced. More accurate
weather predictions enable a more sustainable power sector.
Satellites can provide weather forecasting data. A small satellite
constellation is a possible solution to collect accurate weather
parameters.

U.S.A.
Largest economy in the world
Potential for growth of renewables

LEGEND

2016
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2022

GERMANY
Largest market of renewables in Europe
Mature support infrastructures
FRANCE
High expected growth of wind
and solar because of policy
changes
EUROPE
Highest share of renewables
Stable growth in the
renewable market

CHINA
Current largest use
of renewables
Highest predicted use
of renewables

INDIA
Large energy market
Predicted increase in
use of renewables
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FORECASTING SATELLITES
GNSS Reflectometry
Measured Parameters

How do we meet global
coverage every 15 minutes?
Number of Satellites: 64
Number of payloads: 3
Mass: 45 kg
Two inclinations:
700 km @ 98 °
700 km @ 28 °

*Not to scale
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UDOR

Small satellite constellation for improved weather measurements

Atmospheric Sounders
Measured Parameters

GNSS Radio Ocultation
Measured Parameters

UDOR is our name
Forecasting is our game
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WEATHER DATA MANAGEMENT

Satellites have limited computational capability, so most of the
calculations have to be carried out on ground.
UDOR satellites constantly deliver data through relay satellites. We
predict a continuous data streaming rate of 0.55 Mbps. This brings
the daily data transmision rate to 6 TB.

Relay satellites can pass along data
from UDOR to ground stations. This
allows for global coverage with
fewer ground stations
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85% of weather
data comes from
space resources

The IT infrastructure
The IT infrastructure handles the data received from the constellation,
combines it with selected external data sources, processes it, and
provides data to the customers.
The computational resources would be used for manipulation of the
data, calculation of the weather algorithms, and internal activities
such as data safety, data analytics and infrastructure monitoring.

Convert data from sensors into parameters
required by weather models

Process

Converge data obtained from
UDOR, other satellites and ground
sources into the weather models

Create data products and deliver
them to the end customers

Convert. Converge. Create.
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Conclusion
The global renewable energy sector is predicted to experience
a significant growth worldwide. A wide range of new processing
abilities can now compute sophisticated weather methods in a
shorter time.
There is a demand for accurate and fast weather forecasting in
the energy market, maintenance and repair of offshore wind farms,
aviation warning, and maritime warning.

WEATHER FORECASTING HAS A
Renewable sources can meet the world energy demand. Policy,
not technology, is the limiting factor. Policies and regulations put in
place by different countries will make a big difference in the future.
Data management is essential to provide a robust technical solution.
A major challenge is to integrate all data sources.
The market already has several players, so it is crucial to find the
differentiating product and invest in processing all collected data
to increase the credibility and the reputation of the product.
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Applicable to
many markets
Available
technological
capabilities

Growing
renewable
energy sector

OPPORTUNITIES

SUNNY FUTURE
CHALLENGES

Competitive
sector

International
legislation

Data handling
and fusion
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